The standout features of Essentials of Strategic Management, 7th edition, are its concisely written and robust coverage of strategic management concepts and compelling collection of cases. The text presents a conceptually strong treatment of strategic management principles and analytic approaches that features straight-to-the-point discussions, timely examples, with a writing style that captures the interest of students. While this edition retains the 10-chapter structure of the prior edition, every chapter has been reexamined, refined, and refreshed. New content has been added to keep the material in line with the latest developments in the theory and practice of strategic management.
McGraw-Hill Connect® is a course management and adaptive learning solution that enhances your unique voice and teaching style. As your partner, we’re committed to helping you achieve your course goals and unlock student potential. That’s why we’ve made meaningful updates to this edition.

New In Connect:

**Smartbook® 2.0** – Our adaptive reading experience has been made more personal, accessible, productive, and mobile.

**Assurance of Learning Exercises** – The 7th edition includes a set of Assurance of Learning Exercises at the end of each chapter that link to the specific Learning Objectives at the beginning of each chapter and which are highlighted throughout the text. Two of these exercises in each chapter can be completed in Connect.

**Exercises for Simulation Participants** – The 7th edition also includes a set of Exercises for Simulation Participants at the end of each chapter, which are designed for those who are using a simulation in their course and wish to go a step further in connecting the chapter content to the simulation company that students are running. These exercises can also be completed in Connect. In addition, both of the competitive strategy simulations, The Business Strategy Game (BSG) and GLO-BUS, have a built-in Learning Assurance Report that quantifies how well each member of your class performed on nine skills/learning measures.

**Writing Assignment** – This assignment type delivers a learning experience that helps students improve their written communication skills and conceptual understanding.
Additional Value When You Upgrade

• **NEW!** Free mobile access to SmartBook 2.0 assignments and the digital textbook with the ReadAnywhere app.

• **NEW!** Remoting proctoring and browser-locking capabilities allowing for more control over the integrity of online assessments.

• **NEW!** Ability to create enhanced assignments personalized to each student’s needs.

• Accessibility and student data security enhancements.

• More advanced student and class reporting capabilities.

• 99.99% platform uptime

Visit [mheducation.com/connect](http://mheducation.com/connect) for details.
Chapter by Chapter Changes:

Chapter 1 serves as an introduction to the topic of strategy, focusing on the managerial actions that will determine why a company matters in the marketplace. We introduce students to the primary approaches to building competitive advantage and the key elements of business-level strategy. Following Henry Mintzberg's pioneering research, we also stress why a company's strategy is partly planned and partly reactive and why this strategy tends to evolve. The chapter also discusses why it is important for a company to have a viable business model that outlines the company's customer value proposition and its profit formula. This brief chapter is perfect accompaniment to your opening-day lecture on what the course is all about and why it matters.

Chapter 2 delves more deeply into the managerial process of actually crafting and executing a strategy. It makes a great assignment for the second day of class and provides a smooth transition into the heart of the course. The focal point of the chapter is the five-stage managerial process of crafting and executing strategy: (1) forming a strategic vision of where the company is headed and why, (2) developing strategic as well as financial objectives with which to measure the company's progress, (3) crafting a strategy to achieve these targets and move the company toward its market destination, (4) implementing and executing the strategy, and (5) evaluating a company's situation and performance to identify corrective adjustments that are needed. Students are introduced to such core concepts as strategic visions, mission statements and core values, the balanced scorecard, and business-level versus corporate-level strategies. There's a robust discussion of why all managers are on a company's strategy-making, strategy-executing team and why a company’s strategic plan is a collection of strategies devised by different managers at different levels in the organizational hierarchy. The chapter winds up with a section on how to exercise good corporate governance and examines the conditions that led to recent high-profile corporate governance failures.

Chapter 3 sets forth the now-familiar analytical tools and concepts of industry and competitive analysis and demonstrates the importance of tailoring strategy to fit the circumstances of a company’s industry and competitive environment. The standout feature of this chapter is a presentation of Michael Porter's "five forces model of competition" that has long been the clearest, most straightforward discussion of any text in the field. Chapter revisions include an improved discussion of the macro-environment, focusing on the use of the PESTEL analysis framework for assessing the political, economic, social, technological, environmental, and legal factors in a company’s macro-environment. New to this edition is a discussion of Michael Porter’s Framework for Competitor Analysis used for assessing a rival’s likely strategic moves.

Chapter 4 presents the resource-based view of the firm, showing why resource and capability analysis is such a powerful tool for sizing up a company’s competitive assets. It offers a simple framework for identifying a company’s resources and capabilities and explains how the VRIN framework can be used to determine whether they can provide the company with a sustainable competitive advantage over its competitors. Other topics covered in this chapter include dynamic capabilities, SWOT analysis, value chain analysis, benchmarking, and competitive strength assessments, thus enabling a solid appraisal of a company’s relative cost position and customer value proposition vis-à-vis its rivals.
Chapter 5 deals with the basic approaches used to compete successfully and gain a competitive advantage over market rivals. This discussion is framed around the five generic competitive strategies—low-cost leadership, differentiation, best-cost provider, focused differentiation, and focused low-cost. It describes when each of these approaches works best and what pitfalls to avoid. It explains the role of cost drivers and value drivers in reducing a company's costs and enhancing its differentiation, respectively.

Chapter 6 deals with the strategy options available to complement a company's competitive approach and maximize the power of its overall strategy. These include a variety of offensive or defensive competitive moves, and their timing, such as blue ocean strategy and first-mover advantages and disadvantages. It also includes choices concerning the breadth of a company's activities (or its scope of operations along an industry's entire value chain), ranging from horizontal mergers and acquisitions, to vertical integration, outsourcing, and strategic alliances. This material serves to segue into that covered in the next two chapters on international and diversification strategies.

Chapter 7 explores the full range of strategy options for competing in international markets: export strategies, licensing, franchising, establishing a subsidiary in a foreign market, and using strategic alliances and joint ventures to build competitive strength in foreign markets. There is also a discussion of how to best tailor a company's international strategy to cross-country differences in market conditions and buyer preferences; how to use international operations to improve overall competitiveness; the choice between multidomestic, global, and transnational strategies; and the unique characteristics of competing in emerging markets.

Chapter 8 introduces the topic of corporate-level strategy—a topic of concern for multibusiness companies pursuing diversification. This chapter begins by explaining why successful diversification strategies must create shareholder value and lays out the three essential tests that a strategy must pass to achieve this goal (the industry attractiveness, cost of entry, and better-off tests). Corporate strategy topics covered in the chapter include methods of entering new businesses, related diversification, unrelated diversification, combined related and unrelated diversification approaches, and strategic options for improving the overall performance of an already diversified company. The chapter's analytical spotlight is trained on the techniques and procedures for assessing a diversified company's business portfolio—the relative attractiveness of the various businesses the company has diversified into, the company's competitive strength in each of its business lines, and the strategic fit and resource fit among a diversified company's different businesses. The chapter concludes with a brief survey of a company's four main post-diversification strategy alternatives: (1) sticking closely with the existing business lineup, (2) broadening the diversification base, (3) divesting some businesses and retrenching to a narrower diversification base, and (4) restructuring the makeup of the company's business lineup.
Chapter 9 brings more direct attention to such issues and may be used as a standalone assignment in either the early, middle, or late part of a course. It concerns the themes of ethical standards in business, approaches to ensuring consistent ethical standards for companies with international operations, corporate social responsibility, and environmental sustainability. The contents of this chapter are sure to give students some things to ponder, rouse lively discussion, and help to make students more ethically aware and conscious of why all companies should conduct their business in a socially responsible and sustainable manner.

Chapter 10 is anchored around a pragmatic, compelling conceptual framework: (1) building dynamic capabilities, core competencies, resources, and structure necessary for proficient strategy execution; (2) allocating ample resources to strategy-critical activities; (3) ensuring that policies and procedures facilitate rather than impede strategy execution; (4) pushing for continuous improvement in how value chain activities are performed; (5) installing information and operating systems that enable company personnel to better carry out essential activities; (6) tying rewards and incentives directly to the achievement of performance targets and good strategy execution; (7) shaping the work environment and corporate culture to fit the strategy; and (8) exerting the internal leadership needed to drive execution forward. The recurring theme throughout the chapter is that implementing and executing strategy entails figuring out the specific actions, behaviors, and conditions that are needed for a smooth strategy-supportive operation—the goal here is to ensure that students understand that the strategy implementing/strategy executing phase is a make-it-happen-right kind of managerial exercise that leads to operating excellence and good performance.
Affordability & Outcomes

• Flexibility! More choice. You decide.
• Multiple options at multiple price points!
• Content options: McGraw-Hill, custom, Open Learning Solutions.
• Format Options: Print, McGraw-Hill eBook, Courseware, bundles.
• Delivery Options: Inclusive Access, rental, purchase.
• 950 Inclusive Access institutional partnerships in 2019.

Visit mheducation.link/realvalue for details.

Support At Every Step

Find all the resources you need for a successful semester in one spot: supportateverystep.com.

Faculty support is critical to the success of implementing and using digital courseware. That’s why we teamed up with faculty to create a website dedicated to providing above-and-beyond support. From initial training to implementing new tools to digging into the data, we’re here to help.

Let us know how we can partner with you at every step.